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QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

On May 31, 2014, we received the following comment and inquiry: 

“Hope you are both doing well.  Your ministry has certainly skyrocketed!  I pray for its
continued development. In a recent  letter you used the expression “soon to be defunct Governing
Body.” Are you at liberty to explain this expression?”

To the author, as always, thank you for your email. 

We made that statement in the article, Possibilities for the Father’s Acceptable Year.
We wholeheartedly believe that when enough of the sons of God awaken to their true identity,
the Governing Body, as it is now constituted, will be nothing more than a nagging appendage.
They have no power over the true sons as anyone of the true sons will tell you. Given the choice
to follow Christ Jesus or the Governing Body, the true sons will ALWAYS choose the Christ.
That is what being baptized into HIS death means.  The true sons do not fear those who cannot
even kill the body! 

True sons recognize the unseen Christ and know that he is in their midst. (Matthew
18:20) So if the Governing Body summons them for service, no true son would heed the call and
leave the Christ. The Governing Body are just imperfect men, brothers, siblings. When the
sleeping and slothful sons awaken to this realization, the power and position that the Governing
Body now hold and the manner in which they wield their power will become ineffective – they
will become defunct. We hope that this ministry of the plain and open teachings of Jesus will
cause that effect. 

It is our further hope that the individual men who make up the Governing Body come to
appreciate the need for them to humbly abandon their roles and take on ones more suitable to
their stature – namely, those who ‘need someone to teach them from the beginning the
elementary things of the sacred pronouncements of God.’ (Hebrews 5:12) If they are honest
about it, they know they need such help and we know of many Elders and Traveling Servants,
former and current, who would be happy to assist them. 

But, of course, this will only happen if enough brothers and sisters among Jehovah’s
Witnesses accept their sonship with God as heirs to the heavenly kingdom, and unambiguously
decide to ‘obey God as ruler rather than men.’ (Acts 5:29) Do Jehovah’s Witnesses have the
wisdom, faith and courage to do this?  Only time will tell.

“Elaia Luchnia”
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